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Resumen: En los países democráticos, conocer la intención de voto de los ciudadanos y las valoraciones de los principales partidos y líderes políticos es de gran interés tanto para los propios partidos como para los medios de comunicación y el público en general. Para ello se han utilizado tradicionalmente costosas encuestas personales. El auge de las redes sociales, principalmente Twitter, permite pensar en ellas como una alternativa barata a las encuestas. En este trabajo, revisamos la bibliografía científica más relevante en este ámbito, poniendo especial énfasis en el caso español.
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Abstract: In democratic countries, forecasting the voting intentions of citizens and knowing their opinions on major political parties and leaders is of great interest to the parties themselves, to the media, and to the general public. Traditionally, expensive polls based on personal interviews have been used for this purpose. The rise of social networks, particularly Twitter, allows us to consider them as a cheap alternative. In this paper, we review the relevant scientific bibliographic references in this area, with special emphasis on the Spanish case.
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1 Introduction

The adoption of social media and its use for widespread dissemination of political information and sentiment is so remarkable that it has impacted traditional media. Nowadays, Twitter is a convenient tool for journalists in search of quotes from prominent news sources, e.g., politicians (Lassen and Brown, 2011), as they can add direct quotes to stories without having the source in front of a microphone or camera (Broersma and Graham, 2012).

Current computational techniques (Mohammad et al., 2015) make possible to automatically determine the sentiment (positive or negative) and the emotion (joy, sadness, etc.) expressed in a tweet, the purpose behind it (to point out a mistake, to support, to ridicule, etc.) and the style of writing (statement, sarcasm, hyperboles, etc.). As a result, a lot of research activity has been devoted to analyze social media. In the field of political analysis on Twitter, most research has focused on predicting electoral outcomes, although Twitter is also a valuable tool for tasks such as identifying the political preferences of the followers of an account (Golbeck and Hansen, 2011) and monitoring day-to-day change and continuity in the state of an electoral campaign (Jensen and Anstead, 2013; Wang et al., 2012).

In this article, we review the relevant scientific literature dealing with Twitter as a source for political analysis, with special emphasis on the Spanish case. In Section 2 we consider work focused on predicting electoral outcomes, while in Section 3 we consider that work dealing with the political preferences of individual users. In Section 4 we consider the use of Twitter as a forecasting tool in the Spanish political arena. Conclusions are presented in Section 5.

2 Predicting electoral outcomes

One of the first studies on the prediction of electoral outcomes was performed by Tumasjan et al., (2010). They analyze 104,003 Twitter messages mentioning the name of at
least one of the six parties represented in the German parliament or prominent politicians of these parties, that were published in the weeks leading up to the 2009 federal election of the German parliament. The messages were downloaded in German and automatically translated into English to be processed by LIWC (Pennebaker, Francis, and Booth, 2001). They show that the mere number of tweets mentioning parties or politicians reflect voters preferences and comes close to traditional election polls. They find surprising that, although only 4% of users wrote more than 40% of messages, these heavy users were unable to impose their political opinion on the discussion, a fact they attribute to the large number of participants on Twitter who make the information stream as a whole more representative of the electorate. Therefore, the main conclusion of Tumasjan et al., (2010) is that Twitter may complement traditional polls as political forecasting tool, although they also point out several limitations of their approach: a Twitter sample may not be representative of the electorate, replies to messages in the sample that do not mention any party or politician may be relevant but they are missed, the dictionary may be not well-tailored for the task, and the results may be not generalizable to other specific political issues.

Bermingham and Smeaton (2011) use the 2011 Irish General Election as a case of study, collecting 32 578 tweets relevant to the five main Irish parties, where relevance is defined by the presence of the party names and their abbreviations, along with the election hashtag #ge11, with tweets reporting poll results being discarded. They apply a volume-based measure defined as the proportional share of mentions for each party, and sentiment analysis measures that represent the share of tweets with positive and negative opinion and, for each party, the log-ratio of sentiment for the tweets mentioning it. They find that the best method for predicting election results is the share of volume of tweets that a given party receives in total, followed closely by the share of positive volume. However, the mean absolute error of 5.85% is significantly higher than that achieved by traditional polls. Examining the errors, they find that they forecasted a higher result for the Green party, whose supporters tend to be more tech-savvy and have a disproportionately large presence in social media, and a lower result for Fianna Fáil, a party that attracted a low volume of tweets and plenty of negativity, however it is traditionally the largest Irish party and thus it enjoys a degree of brand loyalty.

In a similar line, Effing, van Hillegersberg, and Huibers (2011) test whether there exists a correlation between the use that Dutch politicians made of social media and the individual votes. Their study concludes that the results of national elections where correlated with the compromise of politicians with social media, but the same was not true for local elections. One of the novelties of the study is the introduction of an standardized framework, Social Media Indicator (SMI), for measuring the participation of politicians and how they interact with the public.

O’Connor et al., (2010) try to determine if the opinions extracted from Twitter messages about the US presidential approval and the 2008 US presidential elections, correlate the opinions obtained by means of classical polls. They collect messages over the years 2008 and 2009 and derive day-to-day sentiment scores by counting positive and negative messages: a message is defined as positive if it contains any positive word, and negative if it contains a negative one (a message can be both positive and negative). With this simple sentiment analysis technique, they find many examples of falsely detected sentiment, but they consider that, with a fairly large number of measurements, these errors will cancel out relative to the aggregate public opinion. They also find that recall is very low due to the lexicon, designed for standard English. To make predictions, day-to-day sentiment is volatile, so smoothing is a critical issue in order to force a consistent behavior to appear over longer periods of time. Finally, they find the sentiment rate correlated the presidential approval polls, but it does not correlate to the elections polls. Unlike Tumasjan et al., (2010), they find that message volume has not a straightforward relationship to public opinion. For the same 2008 US presidential elections, Gayo-Avello (2011) collects 250 000 Twitter messages published by 20 000 users in seven states, finding that the correlation between population and number of tweets and users was almost perfect. He applies four simple sentiment analysis techniques to that collection that also fail to predict the elec-
tion outcomes, concluding that the prediction error is due to younger people is overrepresented in Twitter, and that Republican supporters had tweeted much less than Democratic voters.

DiGrazia et al., (2013) analyze 542,969 tweets mentioning candidates as well as data on elections outcomes from 795 competitive races in the 2010 and 2012 US Congressional Elections and socio-demographic and control variables such as incumbency, district partisanship, median age, percent white, percent college educated, median household income, percent female and media coverage. They show that there is a statistically significant association between tweets that mention a candidate for the US House of Representatives and the subsequent electoral performance. They also find that districts where their models under-perform tend to be relatively noncompetitive and that a few districts have idiosyncratic features difficult to model, such as a rural district that had voted for a Democratic congressman while voting strongly for the Republican presidential candidate. They conclude that (1) social media are a better indicator of political behavior than traditional TV media; (2) they can serve as an important supplement to traditional voter surveys; and (3) they are less likely to be affected by social desirability bias than polling data, i.e., a person who participates in a poll may not express opinions perceived to be embarrassing or offensive but socially undesirable sentiments are captured in social media.

Contractor and Faruquie (2013) try to use Twitter to predict the daily approval rating of the two candidates for the 2012 US presidential elections. They formulate the issue as a time series regression problem where the approval rate for each candidate is dependent on the bigrams (two consecutive words) mentioned in messages written by his supporters. They find that 227 bigrams were causal for the Democratic candidate and 183 bigrams for the Republican candidate. Nooralahzadeh, Arunachalam, and Chiru (2013) compare the sentiment that prevailed before and after the presidential elections taking place in 2012 in USA and France. In the case of the US Presidential election, they find that there are more tweets relating Obama (incumbent candidate) with positive and neutral opinions and less tweets with negative opinions than Romney. On the contrary, in the case of French Presidential election, the elected President Holland has less tweets than Sarkozy (incumbent candidate) with positive and neutral opinions but also much less tweets with negative opinions.

Caldarelli et al., (2014) monitor 3 million tweets during the 2013 General election in Italy in order to measure the volume of tweets supporting each party. In this election, the three major parties got a similar number of votes but few traditional polls were able to predict the final outcomes. Although the tweet volume and time evolution do not precisely predicted the election outcome, they provided a good proxy of the final results, detecting a strong presence in Twitter of the (unexpected) winner party and the (also unexpected) relative weakness of the party finally occupying the fourth position. They find that predicting results for small parties is difficult, receiving a too large volume of tweets when compared to their electoral results. Moreover, a relevant 7.6% of votes went to very small parties which were not considered in their study.

Lampos, Preoțiuc-Pietro, and Cohn (2013) propose an approach for filtering irrelevant tweets from the stream in order to accurately model the polls in their prediction in voting intentions for the three major parties in the United Kingdom and for the four major parties in Austria. Gaurav et al., (2013) predict with a low error margin the winners of the Venezuelan, Paraguayan and Ecuadorian Presidential elections of 2013. The best results are attained with a volume-based approach consisting of measuring the number of tweets mentioning the full names of candidates or mentioning the aliases of candidates jointly with a electoral keyword.

2.1 Controversy

As a consequence of the mixed results obtained in these studies, some authors are skeptics about the feasibility of using Twitter to predict the outcomes of electoral processes. Jungherr, Jürgens, and Schoen (2012) argue that, taking into account all of the parties running for the elections, and not only the six ones with seats in the German parliament, the approach of Tumasjan et al., (2010) would actually have predicted a victory of the Pirate Party, which received a 2% of the votes but no seats in the parliament.
Gayo-Avello (2012) indicates that sentiment analysis methods based on simplistic assumptions should be avoided, devoting more resources to the study of sentiment analysis in politics before trying to predict elections. Moreover, Metaxas, Mustafaraj, and Gayo-Avello (2011) find that electoral predictions on Twitter data using the published research methods at that time are not better than chance and that even when the predictions are better than chance, as when they were applied to a corpus of messages during the 2010 US Congressional elections (Gayo-Avello, Metaxas, and Mustafaraj, 2011), they were not competent compared to the trivial method of predicting through incumbency given that current holders of a political office tends to maintain the position in an electoral process. To corroborate their statement, they apply a lexicon-based sentiment analysis technique to a dataset of Twitter data compiled during the 2010 US Senate special election in Massachusetts (Chung and Mustafaraj, 2011) and they find that, when compared against manually labeled tweets, its accuracy is only slightly better than a classifier randomly assigning the three labels of positive, negative and neutral to Twitter messages.

On the other hand, Huberty (2013) points out that US elections pose a very high bar, since forecasts must beat the simple heuristic of incumbency that reliably predicts future winners with high accuracy, even in ostensibly competitive races. He also finds that algorithms trained on one election for the U.S. House of Representatives perform poorly on a subsequent election, despite having performed well in out-of-sample tests on the original election.

Prasetyo and Hauff (2015) point out that traditional polls in developing countries are less likely to be reliable than in developed countries, therefore they often result in a high forecasting error. Taking the 2014 Indonesian Presidential Election as a case study, they show that a Twitter prediction based on sentiment analysis outperformed all available traditional polls on national level.

3 Predicting political preferences

The aim of the work of Makazhanov and Rafiei (2013) is not to forecast election outcomes, but to predict the vote of individual users, arguing that political preference can be predicted from the interaction with political parties. For this purpose, they build an interaction profile for each party as a language model from the content of the tweets by the party candidates, and the preference of a user is assessed according to the alignment of user tweets with the language models of the parties. Their method is evaluated on a set of users whose political preferences are known based on explicit statements made on election day or soon after, in the context of Alberta 2012 general election. They find that, although less precise than humans, for some parties their method outperforms human annotators in recall, and revealed that politically active users are less prone to change their preferences than the rest of users. Pennacchiotti and Popescu (2011) try to classify 10 338 Twitter users as being either Democrats or Republicans, finding that the linguistic content of the user's tweets is highly valuable for this task, while social graph information has a negligible impact on the overall performance.

Monti et al., (2013) analyze the phenomenon of political disaffection in Italy, i.e., negative sentiment towards the political system in general, rather than towards a particular politician, policy or issue. For this purpose, they apply sentiment analysis techniques on political tweets to extract those with negative sentiment, to then select the tweets that refer to politics in general rather than specific political events of personalities. They find a strong correlation between their results and political disaffection as measured in public opinion surveys. They also show that important political news of Italian newspapers are often correlated with the highest peaks of disaffection.

There are great difference in how electoral processes are driven in developed and developing countries. In this respect, Razzaq, Qamar, and Bilal (2014) use sentiment analysis to study the Twitter messages related to the 2013 Pakistan general election, finding there are two groups of users, one formed by people living outside Pakistan and that only could participate in political discussion in social media, and a second group of users living in Pakistan. In this latter group, they also observed differences, both in volume and sentiment, among users living in large cities and in rural areas with low literacy rates. Fink et al., (2013) analyze the 2011 Nigerian Presi-
dential election and find that volume counts of the mentions of the two major candidates correlates strongly with polling and election outcomes, but that other candidates are overrepresented. However, the particular ethnic divide of Nigerian population makes religion the best predictor of electoral support, with place of living and education as significant predictors as well.

4 Twitter as a tool for political analysis in Spain

With respect to the analysis of messages regarding the political situation in Spain, Peña-López, Congosto, and Aragón (2011) study networked citizen politics, in particular the relations among the Spanish indignados movement, traditional political parties and mass media. Criado, Martínez-Fuentes, and Silván (2013) note the high degree of use of Twitter as a channel of political communication during electoral periods. Congosto, Fernández, and Moro Egido (2011) corroborate results obtained for other countries (Livne et al., 2011; Conover et al., 2012; Conover et al., 2011) that observed how Twitter users are grouped by political affinity when transmitting information. A similar grouping by ideological reasons is found by Romero-Friás and Vaughan (2012) among Spanish political parties and traditional mass media when analyzing the linking practices in the websites of both kinds of organization, with left-wing media closer to PSOE (socialist party) and right-wing media closer to PP (conservative party). In the same line, Romero-Friás and Vaughan (2010) find that ideology was the main factor in the clustering of European political parties belonging to the, at that time, 27 member states of the European Union, followed by country or regional affiliation.

Borondo et al., (2012) also find that politicians mentioned and retweeted mostly their own partisans, after analyzing 370,000 Twitter messages written by over 100,000 users during the 2011 Spanish general Election, where half of the messages were posted by only 7% of participants, just 1% of users were the target for half of the mentions, 78% of mentions were for politicians, 2% of the users causes half of the retweets and the source of 63% of the retweeted messages were created by mass media accounts. Aragón et al. (2013) analyze 3,074,312 Twitter messages published by 380,164 distinct users during the same election, concluding again that members of political parties tend to almost exclusively propagate content created by other members of their own party. They also observe that politicians conceive Twitter more as a place to diffuse their political messages than to engage in conversations with citizens, although minor and new parties are more prone to exploit the communication mechanisms offered by Twitter; and that messages corresponding to the winner party become more and more positive until election day.

Barberá and Rivero (2012) find that in the political debate in Twitter in Spain, 65% of participants are men compared to 35% of women and that the geographical distribution of users corresponds to the distribution of population in the country, except that Madrid is overrepresented, with no significant differences between the behavior of those living in large cities and in the rest of Spain. They also find a strong polarization of the political debate, since those citizens with a stronger party identification monopolize much of the conversation, with the communication related to PP being highly structured and hierarchical, while the communication concerning the PSOE is much more horizontal and interactive.

In this context, assuming that individuals prefer to follow Twitter users whose ideology is close to theirs, Barberá (2012) considers the ideology or party identification of a Twitter user as a latent variable that cannot be observed directly, proposing the use of Bayesian inference to derive it from the list of accounts that each user follows. He takes as seeds the accounts of the top 50 politicians from PP and PSOE with the highest number of followers. Then, he applies his approach on a random sample of 12,000 active users during the 2011 Spanish elections. He tries to validate the technique by considering as additional seeds the official accounts of other two minority parties (IU and UPyD), obtaining inconclusive results that seems to support the idea that the latent variable is not measuring ideology but rather a combination of both policy preferences and party support. In order to determine whether the approach places both politicians and citizens on the same scale, he applies a lexicon-based sentiment analysis technique, observing that socialist candidates attain a better average
evaluation among left-wing Twitter users and that conservative candidates attain a better evaluation among right-wing users, as expected. A similar correlation is found between the value of the latent variable for each user and the support of hashtags promoted by the socialist and conservative parties.

Borondo et al., (2012) confirm the finding of Tumasjan et al., (2010) that there exists a correlation between the number of times a political party is mentioned on Twitter and the electoral outcomes, but they only consider parties that obtained more than 1% of votes. Deltell (2012) analyzes the presence of one of these minor parties, eQuo, on social media during the 2011 Spanish General Election to question the efficiency and effectiveness of social networks in the modification of the vote and in predicting election results. At that time, eQuo was a newly created green party, without enough budget for a conventional electoral campaign, thus, no TV, radio or newspapers ads were possible. In addition, as a completely new party, no free airtime was granted on public TV and radios, and any privately-owned media offered significant coverage. As a result, the electoral strategy of eQuo was based mainly on social media: for several days its proposals were trending topics on Twitter, its Facebook page was the most-visited and had more “likes” than the page of any other political party, and it was the party with more presence on YouTube. However, this apparently successful campaign on social media was not reflected in its electoral outcome, as the number of votes was so small than no representative was assigned to eQuo in the parliament. Surprisingly, the best results for eQuo were obtained in those districts in which this party was present physically by means of traditional activities such as meetings, pasting campaign posters, and recreational activities. The interesting point here is that, disregarding eQuo, simple methods relying on the number of Twitter followers and Facebooks “likes” seems to be reliable indicators of outcomes for the 2011 Spanish elections.

Deltell, Claes, and Osteso (2013) study the political campaign on Twitter during the Andalusian regional elections of 2012. They focus on monitoring the Twitter profiles of the six most-voted political parties in Andalusia in the Spanish elections of 2011 and their leaders for Andalusian regional elections in 2012. They compute the support of each party by the number of followers of the Twitter accounts of political parties and their leaders. For the two major parties, PP and PSOE, the results computed by Deltell, Claes, and Osteso (2013) are closer to the final election outcomes than traditional polls. So, for the PP they predict a 40.48% of votes for a 40.66% final result, while for PSOE they predict a 36.31% of votes for a final score of 39.52%. We must point out that traditional polls failed in most predictions: although they predicted rightly that PP would have more votes than PSOE, they predicted a 10% difference between them when in the end it was less than 2%. This situation allowed the leader of PSOE to be elected as regional president with the support of the elected parliamentarians of IU. The authors confirm that their method is not accurate for small or newly created political parties, in particular, they were completely wrong in predicting the votes for IU, which they attributed to the low activity on Twitter of IU’s leader.

Cotelo et al., (2015) use the follower-follower relationship to cluster politically active users in Twitter. This information is combined with the textual content of tweets in order to determine the sentiment (positive, negative or neutral) expressed in a given tweet with respect to PP and PSOE, attaining a 75% accuracy.

Vilares, Thelwall, and Alonso (2015) analyze the sentiment of 2 704 523 tweets referring to Spanish politicians and parties from 3 December 2014 to 12 January 2015. They describe the Spanish version of SentiStrength1, an algorithm designed originally for analyzing the sentiment of English texts in social media (Thelwall, Buckley, and Paltoglou, 2012), and how their sentiment scores are used to build ranks for the politicians and their parties, giving popularity ratings that are comparable with those provided by the classic polls, although tweet volume was a much better predictor of voting intentions. A deeper analysis of politicians that had sentiment scores and that did not match those of their parties, suggested that these had attracted negative media publicity that had been amplified in Twitter. Thus, Twitter results may be useful to analyze the traje...
ries of individual politicians and to evaluate the impact of negative press coverage on their popular perception.

The task 4 of the TASS 2013 competition (Villena-Román and García-Morera, 2013) consisted of classifying the political tendency of public figures (not necessarily politicians) into one of four wings: left, center, right or neutral. A training set was not provided, so participant teams need to define their own strategies to categorize the authors. This was a controversial issue since the same party might belong to a different wing depending on their statutes or the polls made to citizenship. The best performing system (Pla and Hurtado, 2013) considered a number of entities related with the main political parties, which were classified into one of the four proposed classes. If the messages of a user containing one of those entities tend to be negative the user is prone to be against that political orientation, and vice versa. The task 3 of this same workshop was related with politics too: given a tweet where a representation of an entity (one of the four main national parties in 2013) occurs, participants where intended to classify the polarity of that entity. In this case, the best performing system (Gamallo, García, and Fernández Lanza, 2013) assumed that the polarity of the whole tweets corresponded to the polarity of the entity.

For the TASS 2015 competition (Villena-Román et al., 2015), the STOMPOL training and test corpora were developed, formed by 784 and 500 tweets, respectively, related to the six major Spanish political parties gathered from 23rd to 24th of April 2015. For each tweet, the polarity of the aspects involved (economy, health, education, political parties, other political issues) were identified. Only three teams participated at TASS 2015 task 2 (aspect-based sentiment analysis) on STOMPOL. The best-performing system applied a regular sentiment analysis system on the context of each aspect under consideration, defining context as a fixed-size window around the aspect instance. Best results were attained by the approach by Park (2015), which clusters tweets according to party-aspect pairs, on the assumptions that people who share similar preference or status show similarity in the expression of sentiment and that people evaluate a political party in multiple ways regarding different aspects. Then, some clusters are grouped together attending to the left vs. right political dimension. The deep learning approach tried by Vilares et al., (2015), based on LSTM recurrent neural networks, did not outperformed well-established machine learning approaches, probably due to unsupervised pre-training and sentiment-specific were not considered.

5 Conclusion and future work

Over the last five years a lot of studies have been conducted on the use of Twitter as a cheap replacement for expensive polls involving personal interviews. Some initial satisfactory results were followed by disappointing ones, sparking controversy over the methodology used and the management of biases introduced by the demographics of active users on Twitter. However, we can see how in recent years Twitter has been accepted as a valid tool of political analysis, although there are still problems to be solved, such as the handling of very small parties with very active Twitter users; the management of small constituencies; the detection of spam produced by robots or users engaged in propaganda; and the treatment of countries with multilingual population.
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